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1 Executive Summary
In order to gather information on the impacts of COVID-19 on the parks and green space sector,
the Midlands Parks Forum (MPF) and CFP developed a survey and distributed it to organisations
throughout the UK. The survey was available online between the 7th April and 17th April 2020 and
received a total of 103 responses.

Around half (52.1%) of the responses received were from Midlands based organisations and over
two fifths (43.5%) of respondents were from District Councils. Unfortunately, there was
insufficient data to carry out additional analysis by region or type of organisation. However,
analysis revealed some key trends and provides a useful insight into how the crisis has affected
the sector thus far. Key themes from the analysis were:

Closure of parks and green spaces Only a quarter (25.4%) of respondents have closed their parks
or green spaces during the crisis. However, the majority (58.6%) reported that staff were no longer
continuing to local or unlock car parks at parks and green spaces, with most of these leaving their
car parks closed. This is reflective of the results from APSE which also showed 70% have closed car
parks at green spaces and parks.

Social distancing Nine in ten respondents (90.0%) reported that ‘everyone’ or ‘the majority of
users’ were adhering to the Government’s 2-metre self-distancing guidance; similar to the earlier
APSE results which also found that 79% of parks managers “claimed that nearly all visitors are
observing social distancing”. These results suggest that the vast majority of the public have
understood the guidance.

Loss of revenue Although it is difficult to quantify, the survey results indicate that organisations
will lose a significant level of income as a result of the crisis. Closures of cafes, car parks, sports
pitches and other facilities have cut off a major source of income generation which many
organisations have become dependent on, following austerity measures.

Other key finding from the report were:
•

75.2% of respondents said staff have been or are likely to be diverted into other critical
roles including refuse collection, cemeteries and crematoria or delivering food parcels and
providing social care.
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•

Almost two thirds (63.0%) have already observed an impact on grounds maintenance
activities, with a further 16.3% expecting to see impacts in the future.

•

Other key impacts on the parks and green space sector include changes in land
management practices, closures of play areas, sports pitches and other facilities, changes
to staff working practises and event and activity cancellations.

•

With volunteering work on hold, there is concern over how this will impact future works
as well as current projects, both in terms of works to be undertaken and securing funding.

•

Following the lockdown, the issues most respondents expect to be faced with are dealing
with the back log of work, securing funding, coping with the anticipated increases in
visitor numbers, providing support to staff, volunteers and other organisations, and reestablishing routines and workloads.
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2 Introduction
The Midlands Parks Forum (MPF) is a Charitable Incorporated Organisation representing green
space professionals from a wide range of sectors including local authority, voluntary and
community sector from across the East and West Midlands, as well as national agencies. It works
to increase the skills and knowledge of its members through regular conferences, workshops, and
educational forums. As well as sharing information and collaborating with partners to share best
practice, undertake research and develop case studies, resulting in better managed parks and the
region’s heritage.

Over the years, the MPF has worked closely with CFP, a specialist parks, green space and heritage
consultancy based in the Midlands. CFP works with a myriad of organisations including charities
and local authority, applying specialist knowledge to areas such as activity planning, commercial
reviews, project management and monitoring and evaluation. CFP also assist clients in
consultation and engagement work, as well as research guidance and advocacy, skills which they
have applied in assisting the MPF in carrying out this survey.

The request for information came from MHCLG via Chris Worman (Parks and Grounds Manager at
Rugby Borough Council), a key volunteer with MPF. The survey sought to gather information on
the impacts of COVID-19 on access to parks, social distancing in green spaces, and staff or volunteer
resources. This information will be fed back to The Prime Minister’s Office, MHCLG and DEFRA
through a weekly briefing. The survey was available online between the 7th April and 17th April
2020. It was promoted through the CFP and MPF Twitter accounts, as well as the MPF website and
email correspondence to contacts on the CFP and MPF mailing lists. The survey was also promoted
to individuals via personal correspondence.

It should be borne in mind that this is very much a snapshot of the situation during the 10 days
that it was live and predates the government statement that all parks should remain open (April
18th).
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3 The Results
Overall, the survey received 103 responses. Where multiple responses have been received from the
same organisation, answers have been combined giving a total of 92 organisations represented,
including two respondents who did not state their organisation name.

3.1 About your organisation

Table 1 below shows the number of responses by UK region. With 30.4% of the total responses,
the region with the most responses was the West Midlands, followed by the East Midlands (21.7%).
The regions with the smallest proportion of responses were Scotland (3.3%), the South West
(2.2%) and Yorkshire and the Humber (1.1%). No responses were received from the North East
region.

Table 1 Responses by region
Region

Responses
n

%

West Midlands

28

30.4

East Midlands

20

21.7

East of England

12

13.0

North West

7

7.6

South East

7

7.6

Wales

6

6.5

London

6

6.5

Scotland

3

3.3

South West

2

2.2

Yorkshire and the Humber

1

1.1

TOTAL

92

100.0

Figure 1 overleaf shows the distribution of responses. Respondents are concentrated around the
Midlands area. Unfortunately, there was is insufficient data at this stage to carry out additional
analysis by region.
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Respondents were asked what type of local authority or organisation they were from. Making up
two fifths of respondents (43.5%), the majority were District Councils (Table 2). Under ‘Other’
(8.7% of respondents) there were three charities, as well as a National Park Authority, two private
companies involved in grounds maintenance, a Parks Foundation, and a Mayoral Development
Corporation.

Table 2 Responses by type of authority
Type of Authority

Responses
n

%

District

40

43.5%

Unitary

14

15.2%

Metropolitan

10

10.9%

Other

8

8.7%

County Council

7

7.6%

Trust

5

5.4%

London Borough

5

5.4%

Town

2

2.2%

Municipal

1

1.1%

TOTAL

92

100.0

Table 3 below and overleaf shows responses from England only by region and organisation type.
Where organisations have responded ‘Other’, the organisation type they gave is included in
brackets.
Table 3 Responses by organisation type and region (England only)

Type of Authority
West Midlands
District
Metropolitan
Trust
County Council
Other (Charity and private company)
Municipal
Town
Unitary
SUBTOTAL

Responses
n

%

13
5
3
2
2
1
1
1
28

15.7
6.0
3.6
2.4
2.4
1.2
1.2
1.2
33.7
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East Midlands
District
Unitary
County Council
Trust
Other (Charity)
SUBTOTAL

11
3
3
2
1
20

13.3
3.6
3.6
2.4
1.2
24.1

8
2
1
1
12

9.6
2.4
1.2
1.2
14.5

4
2
1
7

4.8
2.4
1.2
8.4

5
1
1
7

6.0
1.2
1.2
8.4

4
2
6

4.8
2.4
7.2

1
1
2

1.2
1.2
2.4

1
1
83

1.2
1.2
100.0

East of England
District
Unitary
County Council
Town
SUBTOTAL
North West
Metropolitan
District
Other (Private company)
SUBTOTAL
South East
District
London Borough
Unitary
SUBTOTAL
London
London Borough
Other (Charity and Mayoral development corporation)
SUBTOTAL
South West
Unitary
Other (Foundation)
SUBTOTAL
Yorkshire and the Humber
Metropolitan
SUBTOTAL
TOTAL
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3.2 Keeping parks and green spaces open

Table 4 shows that around a quarter of respondents (26.4%) had closed parks and green spaces as
a result of COVID-19.

Table 4 Have you closed any parks or green spaces?
Answer

Responses
n

%

No

67

73.6

Yes

24

26.4

TOTAL

91

100.0

There are no strong trends by type of organisation or geography, however for local authorities
only, the proportion that have closed parks is lower at 22%, 33% for Trusts and 50% for ‘other’.

Respondents were asked if staff were still locking or unlocking parks and green spaces. Of the 87
respondents who answered the question, over half (58.6%) said their staff were not continuing to
lock or unlock car parks at parks and green spaces (Table 5).

Table 5 Are parks and green space staff still locking / unlocking parks and green space car
parks?
Answer

Responses
n

%

No

51

58.6%

Yes

36

41.4%

TOTAL

87

100.0
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Of those that have ceased locking or unlocking parks and green space car parks, around seven in
ten (70.3%) are leaving all car parks closed (Table 6). Some organisations have simply left all car
parks open (or maybe do not have the ability to physically secure them). This is reflective of the
results from APSE1 which also showed 70% have closed car parks at green spaces and parks. APSE
results also show 18% have even locked entrances to some parks.

Table 6 If you have ceased locking / unlocking are you now…
Answer

Responses
n

%

Leaving all car parks closed

45

70.3

Leaving all car parks open

19

29.7

TOTAL

64

100.0

Table 7 below shows, only around a fifth of respondents (22.1%) have closed public access to
cemeteries and burial grounds. However, the question was not preceded by asking whether or not
they, as an organisation, managed burial grounds. Of the 17 respondents that have closed off
access, 11 (68.8%) had made the decision based on social distancing requirements. Other reasons
given by respondents included the COVID-19 Emergency Regulations and in anticipation of
increased burials and higher visitor numbers.

Table 7 Have you closed off public access to cemeteries and burial grounds?
Answer

1

Responses
n

%

No

60

77.9

Yes

17

22.1

TOTAL

77

100.0

APSE Survey Results 16.4.20
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3.3 Social Distancing

Respondents were asked whether green space users were abiding by the Government’s 2-metre
self-distancing guidance. Of the 90 respondents who answered the question, 90.0% said the
“majority of users” or “everyone” was (Chart 1). Notably, only one respondent (1.1%) said “no
one” was. There is a very strong message here that the public have mostly understood the
guidelines. APSE1 also recently found that 79% of parks managers “claimed that nearly all visitors
are observing social distancing”.

Chart 1 Are green space users abiding by the Government’s 2-metre self-distancing guidance?

3.4 Staff and resources

Local authorities have had to move staff around across different service areas to cope with reduced
staffing levels and additional duties. Parks have certainly seen a high level of such change; the
figures show 65.2% of respondents having diverted parks staff or are likely to do so (Table 8
overleaf). Of the 32 who have not had to divert staff to other roles, nine were site specific
organisations such as Trusts or private companies. The 32 respondents that said staff had already
been diverted to other critical roles, 21 (65.6%) had been moved to refuse collection and 13
(40.6%) to cemeteries and crematoria. Of the other jobs currently being undertaken by parks and
green space staff, the majority are assisting with adult social care and providing support to
vulnerable people within the community (seven respondents) or delivering food parcels (seven).
Other jobs include delivering PPE and medical supplies (three), cleansing (two) or assisting with
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maintenance (one) and providing support to police (one). The APSE1 results show 90% have also
stopped or vastly reduced maintenance and the provision of sports pitches, golf courses and
bowling greens, with many staff being deployed to help elsewhere on the local government /
public health frontline.

Table 8 Have parks / green space staff been diverted to other critical roles?
Answer

Responses
n

%

No

32

34.8

Not yet but this is likely in future

28

30.4

Yes

32

34.8

TOTAL

92

100.0

Respondents were asked whether the crisis had impacted grounds maintenance, such as grass
cutting. The data here shows a very significant impact in how parks and open spaces are
maintained with 63.0% already experiencing the effects and a further 16.3% thinking that it will
come their way. That is 79.3% likely to be hit by weeks of work not being done (Table 9).

Table 9 Has the crisis had an impact on grounds maintenance activities?
Answer

Responses
n

%

No

19

20.7

Not yet but this is likely in future

15

16.3

Yes

58

63.0

TOTAL

92

100.0
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Figure 2 Have there been any other impacts?

Respondents were asked whether they thought there had been any other impacts. Their responses
have been used to generate a word cloud, shown in Figure 2 above. Further analysis of the
respondents shows they can be grouped into six main areas. Responses have been subsequently
categorised into these six areas (please note some responses fall into more than one category) and
these are explored further below. Only two respondents noted no other impacts.

Land management (37.0%) Huge numbers of staff are being diverted to other roles and
volunteering activities have been stopped, leaving skeleton grounds maintenance crews
to cope. Maintenance and cleansing have been reduced to essential works with activities
such as conservation management and refurbishment works postponed. With contractors
also ceasing work and materials being difficult to obtain, this has also impacted
improvement projects which organisations had planned. Resources are being focussed on
keeping parks safe and clean. Grass cutting, and horticultural works have often been
stopped, bedding is not being attended to and site inspections have reduced. Notably,
some respondents commented that incidents of fly tipping and vandalism had increased,
with fewer patrols present.

Closures (27.4%) All play areas, multi-use games areas and court sports areas are closed.
Respondents comments that, as well as reduced income from bookings of sports pitches
and entrance fees to facilities such as golf course and high ropes, closures are affecting
existing schemes and projects.
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Staff working practices (27.4%) As staff numbers reduce, more people will be undertaking
lone working, where possible. Shift patterns and working practices are also changing, with
staff being redeployed to other departments and office staff now working from home.
Some commented that without staff on site, they could not check social-distancing
guidelines were being enforced.

Finances (19.2%) Local authority parks services have been forced into a commercialisation
agenda through austerity cuts and thus many rely on generating income to balance the
books. Parks have lost revenue from facilities such as cafes, events, car parking and sports
bookings. With facilities on site closed, organisations are losing money from facilities rent,
either as meeting rooms and conference halls are not being booked or as café vendors are
struggling and have had to be offered rent holidays. Some Trusts have also lost entry fees
or rental income. The scale of the loss of income could be enormous with the Easter period
known to generate as much as 25% of annual income for some organisations.

Events and activities cancelations (9.6%) All outdoor events over Easter and well into the
summer have been cancelled. As well as the financial impact through loss of revenue there
will also be human impacts with people not being able to enjoy their green spaces other
than for ‘approved’ forms of recreation (i.e. events that promoted learning, cultural
celebrations or health related activities which would all have social benefits).

Volunteering and community engagement (6.8%) More information is included below but
almost all volunteering activity has ceased. The vital work that Friends and community
groups do across the sector is largely frozen.
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Respondents were asked what circumstances they thought contractors should continue to
undertake site visits to parks or green spaces (Table 10). The majority said if the work could be
undertaken alone (60.9%) or if it was for an “essential” project. Only two respondents (2.2%)
responded “in no circumstances they should continue”. Under ‘Other’ (25.0%) respondents said
contractors should continue to undertake site visits if health and safety works were required or
for emergency repairs and providing social-distancing regulations can be enacted.

Table 10 In what circumstances should contractors continue to undertake site visits to
parks/green spaces?
Answer

Responses
n

%

If they can be undertaken alone

56

60.9

If it is for an “essential” project

52

56.5

If they take place on a site that is still open

46

50.0

If they can be reached by private transport

25

27.2

If they are contractually obliged to undertake it

25

27.2

Other

23

25.0

If they are in a rural or remote location

16

17.4

In no circumstances should they continue

2

2.2

3.5 Volunteering
When asked how is the COVID-19 crisis is impacting on volunteering both now and for future
plans, 81 of the 85 (95.3%) respondents who answered the question stated that volunteering
activities had ceased on site while they await further guidance from the government. This has
affected horticultural and conservation work, and volunteer-run activities such as litter picks and
Easter events have been cancelled. In turn, this could have impacts on current projects, leading to
delays as planned restoration works and volunteer programmes have had to cease. Some
respondents are currently in discussions with grant funders with concerns over project risks and
available funding. Others are concerned about the current crisis leading to challenges in
implementing improvements in future. Reductions in volunteering will also impact volunteer
hours which contribute to match funding for some restoration projects.

A small number of volunteers have continued with remote admin work and hold Friends Group
meetings virtually, while others are now helping in other ways, such as with food banks and social
care. While most on site work is no longer being undertaken on behalf of Councils, some
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respondents said volunteers were undertaking their own work while maintaining socialdistancing. Some respondents had received offers of help from volunteers, but limited staff and
funding meant that volunteers cannot be adequately managed. One respondent said they have
asked volunteers and Friends Group to let them know if they see any issues while they are doing
their daily exercise on site as staff are not available for regular patrols.

Some respondents commented that many of their volunteers were older and questioned when
they would realistically be able to return to their (voluntary) work. Others were uncertain if
volunteers would return following the crisis and what volunteering opportunities will be available
in future. Volunteering can provide valuable social interaction for many of the volunteers,
especially those that are old or retired. Staff are maintaining contact with regular volunteers when
they can to reduce negative impacts on the health of these volunteers.

Table 11 below shows the majority of respondents (54.4%) reported their parks and green space
volunteers and friends groups were not organising digital fundraising. This shows that there is
limited ability currently for groups to be able to raise funds in this way.

Table 11 Are any of your parks / green space friends groups / volunteers organised for digital
fundraising?
Answer

Responses
n

%

No

49

54.4

Yes

15

16.7

Don’t know

26

28.9

TOTAL

90

100.0
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3.6 After the lockdown

Figure 3 What do you think will be the main challenges for parks and green spaces when we come
out of lockdown?

Respondents were asked what they thought the main challenges would be for parks and green
spaces following the lockdown. Their responses have been used to generate a word cloud, shown
above (Figure 3). Overall, 90 respondents completed this question. Their responses have been
analysed and spilt into the following five categories:

Catching up with the backlog of work (56.7%) For many of the respondents, the main
challenge after the lockdown will be retuning their parks and green spaces to previous
standards and catching up with the backlog of maintenance work. This will include routine
works, such as grass cutting and planting, which have not been carried out while staff have
been redeployed, as well as undertaking repairs and maintenance works or catching up
with project work. Some respondents also anticipate complaints from the public once they
begin using the parks and open spaces once more as they will expect the standards to have
been maintained; public perceptions will therefore need to be managed and regular works
resumed swiftly.

Securing funding (28.9%) The combination of reduced revenue from site and facility
closures and spending on issues relating to the crisis mean many respondents are
concerned about the financial impacts and opportunities to secure funding in the future.
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Delays to projects also mean organisations are at risk of losing any time limited s106
money. The significant impact on budgets mean organisations are likely to require funding
for staff and site management and capital projects.

This is reflective of the Historic England Survey of Heritage Sector2, which showed that
76% of respondents had lost business in the short term, 58% had postponed or cancelled
income generating events. For smaller organisations (of fewer than ten employees) 22.6%
were not confident that they would survive more than six months without government
support (around 41% of Trusts felt they would not last more than six months, 76% of craft
industries, rising to 81% or professional services (architects, surveyors engineers)).

Coping with increases in visitors (21.2%) A number of respondents anticipate large
increases in visitor numbers following the release from the lockdown. This will place
additional pressure on staff to catch up with the backlog of maintenance works, ensuing
that sites are safe and clean, as well as placing additional demand on facilities.

Re-establishing routines and workloads (16.7%) After returning to work, there will be a
need to recover services and re-schedule planned work or events and activity programmes.
Contractors will require remobilising and supply chains will need to be re-established. Staff
will also have to cope with changing workloads and priorities, as well as dealing with any
changes in staffing due to redeployment while trying to return to a normal working
routine.

Providing support (15.6%) Following the lockdown, some respondents consider they will
need to provide additional support to tenants affected by the crisis as well as helping to
build the public’s confidence and encouraging them to begin using parks and green spaces
again. Staff will also need support in getting back to work and maintained morale, and
volunteers and sport and community groups will need to be supported and re-engaged.

When asked if they had any other comments to make some respondents commented on the
opportunities which the crisis has provided. Some pointed out that the lockdown has meant more

2

Historic England. (2020). Survey of COVID-10 Effects on the Heritage Sector. Available:

https://historicengland.org.uk/coronavirus/heritage-sector/survey/ (Accessed:23 April 2020).
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and more people are now using parks and open spaces for their daily exercise, bringing into focus
the importance of well-maintained parks and green spaces to society. Respondents commented
that we must collectively build on the increased awareness that parks and green spaces will have
gained through this period. Due to the importance of parks and open spaces, some expressed their
desire to keep spaces open despite programmes of activities having ceased. One respondent
questioned

“If keeping parks and open spaces open has been seen as important for the health of the nation,
why is it not a statutory function?”

Notably, the respondent from Yorkshire and the Humber said the crisis had also provided an
opportunity to create a new network between green space managers across all four South
Yorkshire authorities. Better cohesion amongst organisations could be a potential positive
outcome for other organisations; another respondent suggested organisations share high level
decision making on how services are managed through COVID-19.

Some respondents commented that there had been an increase in wildlife activity with reduced
levels of use on many sites. Moving forward, this may provide an opportunity for more biodiversity
friendly management in parks and green spaces.

There were some comments relating to the government’s advice, which some felt needed to be
clearer and give more precise instructions, such as telling organisations whether to close all parks
and green spaces. One respondent even commented that their staff had received abuse from
members of the public who did not feel parks maintenance was essential work.

Throughout the crisis, revenue streams have been reduced significantly through event
cancellations and closure of facilities. This has placed significant financial pressure on
organisations and many expressed concerns over future income and the threat of budget cuts.

With maintenance and project work falling behind during the lockdown, respondents also
reiterated the need to rapidly work through the backlog of tasks once the lockdown ends. Upon
returning to site, staff may need to work with contractors to return sites to their previous
standards and difficulties in managing public expectations are anticipated. With sites being largely
unmonitored, staff may also need anticipate increases in instances of fly tipping or vandalism,
which will further add to their workload.
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Recommendations
4.1 Now
The big issues are:
•

Should local authorities / parks managers ensure that all green space is kept open but
where do they get the resources to open / close, inspect and patrol sites?

•

Should local authorities be locking car parks permanently or is it acceptable that people
drive (locally?) for exercise?

•

Social distancing appears to be working on the whole, but clarity is needed about why
certain forms of recreation are not allowed

•

Standards of maintenance will go further down as the lockdown continues.

4.2 The Future

Any government recovery plan has got two main issues to address:

How local authorities replace their lost income – they are not eligible for heritage
emergency fund money from NLHF or English Heritage but are being told to stay open for
business. The government has to find a way to replace lost income otherwise parks services
will be in the red all year and Trusts may well fail. Every parks service or Trust should be
able to apply for a grant to replace lost income A further survey about parks services
finances is needed to estimate the scale of such a fund.

How parks managers deal with the back log of work – it is not just grass cutting but all
horticultural works, all new restoration or infrastructure projects have been put on hold
and this is £millions that needs to be started up again. Volunteers can help but they need
training, tools and equipment and supervision. The outdoors presents the ideal
environment for a phased return to work through the creation of government funded
training and employment schemes that will be needed to address the huge unemployment
figures that will be facing us in the summer / autumn. A “land army” is needed not just to
clear maintenance back logs but to delivery positive environmental change and to change
land management practices to create more sustainable cities and towns.
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There is also a ned to look at a ‘pre-recovery’ phase i.e. planning for how we get out of lockdown
and how parks prepare for that, how capacity is built, how resources are allocated, how we cope
with any additional influx of visitors, how we insect and prepare all closed facilities for re-opening.

There are also further opportunities to be realised:

Parks and public health – the link has never been more obvious since the public health acts
of the Victorian era. Some work has been done around the links between public health
and parks (Walsall Council, Dudley Council and Birmingham City Council are Midlands
based examples) but a 3-5 year programme of physical activity in parks along with mental
health and well-being will engage with at risk audiences.

Changing land management practices – do we need to cut so much grass, will the public’s
expectation change, will people like a more ‘wilder’ look? Will reducing land management
input delver a more biodiverse and sustainable urban environment?

Cycling and walking – we need more investment in sustainable travel in towns and cities,
green space provides fantastic links but the infrastructure often may not be suitable. There
is an opportunity here for a more strategic approach and also capital investment

All of these opportunities need to be captured in a recovery plan that should form the focus of
the next stage of research.
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